LESSON OF THE MONTH

Chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy mimicking a lumbar spinal stenosis syndrome

L Ginsberg, A D Platts, P K Thomas

Abstract
A patient with chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP) established by biopsy developed cauda equina symptoms due to swelling of the nerve roots in the lumbar spinal canal. Magnetic resonance imaging of the lumbar spine showed profoundly thickened nerve roots from the level of the conus medullaris, filling the caudal thecal sac. Immunosuppressant treatment produced partial clinical and radiological resolution. This case shows that spinal compressive syndromes may occur in acquired hypertrophic neuropathies as well as in hereditary motor and sensory neuropathy and expands the range of the clinical presentation of CIDP.

(J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 1995;59:189–191)
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Widespread nerve enlargement may occur in leprosy, amyloid neuropathy, chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP), acromegaly, neurofibromatosis, Refsum's disease, and hereditary motor and sensory neuropathy (HMSN) types I and III. In hypertrophic neuropathy, enlargement of the proximal nerve roots has been reported to produce spinal compression syndromes, although this complication has generally been associated with the hereditary causes. We describe a patient with CIDP who developed a lumbar "spinal stenosis" syndrome due to swollen nerve roots within the caudal theca.

Case report
A 44 year old woman presented with a 13 year history of fluctuating low back pain and sensory symptoms in the lower limbs. She had otherwise previously been healthy. Her parents were first cousins but there was no family history of neuromuscular disease. At her original presentation in 1979, she reported low back pain, left sided sciatica, and sensory symptoms in her left leg. Investigations showed a diffuse demyelinating polyneuropathy. She was treated with oral corticosteroids, with some improvement. In 1987, her back pain recurred. There was a reduction in motor nerve conduction velocity (25 m/s) and a CSF protein concentration of 1.4–1.8 g/l, grossly enlarged nerve roots were seen in the lumbar thecal sac at myelography. Corticosteroid treatment was again beneficial.

In 1992, she experienced a severe recurrence of lumbar pain, worse with walking or sitting for extended periods, and relieved by rest in a standing position. She also described numbness and burning paraesthesiae over the anterior aspect of the left thigh, with mild numbness distally in both lower limbs. There was no weakness, bladder and bowel function were normal, and there were no symptoms in the upper limbs or symptoms referable to the cranial nerves. Examination showed normal cranial nerves and no abnormal motor signs. Tendon reflexes were absent apart from a sluggish right biceps jerk; the plantar responses were flexor. There was mild subjective impairment for light touch and pinprick distally in all four limbs. Vibration sense and joint position sense were normal. Peripheral nerves were not thickened.

Routine haematological and biochemical investigations were normal with no evidence of a serum paraprotein. An autoantibody screen was negative. DNA analysis did not show the duplication on the short arm of chromosome 17 associated with HMSN Ia. Nerve conduction studies showed a generalised sensorimotor neuropathy with patchy slowing (to 20 m/s motor nerve conduction velocity) and conduction block. Magnetic resonance imaging of the lumbar spine showed that the theca was almost completely occupied by enlarged nerve roots from T12 to L5. There was abnormal enhancement of the thickened nerve roots after intravenous gadolinium diethylene triamine penta-acetic acid (DTPA) (figure A, B). A sural nerve fascicular biopsy showed demyelination with minor hypertrophic changes, moderate loss of myelinated nerve fibres, and scattered infiltration with CD4 and CD8 lymphocytes. The appearances were those of CIDP.

The patient was treated with 300 mg cyclosporin A twice daily, with relief of her symptoms suggestive of lumbar spinal stenosis. Repeat MRI one year after starting
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Discussion
Differentiating between CIDP and HMSN is a common diagnostic problem in clinical neurology. In this patient’s case, a diagnosis of HMSN had previously been entertained despite the negative family history, partial response to corticosteroids, and raised CSF protein concentration. This may in part have been because clinical presentations similar to the patient’s, with a cauda equina syndrome due to swollen nerve roots in the lumbar theca, have only previously been described in detail in the context of hereditary hypertrophic neuropathies. The detailed investigation of this patient, in particular the 1992 nerve conduction and biopsy findings, pointed towards CIDP, however, as the correct underlying diagnosis. Further support was provided by the imaging. Thus although the actual nerve enlargement was non-specific, pathological enhancement of the roots after intravenous gadolinium DTPA, indicative of breakdown of the blood-nerve barrier, suggested inflammation. Finally, the response to immunosuppressant treatment, both clinically and in terms of resolution of the abnormal enhancement on MRI, was consistent with CIDP rather than HMSN.

Immunosuppressant treatment was chosen in 1992, as opposed to a further course of corticosteroids, as these had previously only produced a partial response, and also in view of the patient’s borderline hypertension and moderate obesity. In the absence of muscle weakness or severe sensory loss, treatment with plasma exchange or high dose intravenous immunoglobulin was judged inappropriate and cyclosporin A was thought to be more rapidly acting and effective than azathioprine.

In view of the relative predilection of the neuropathological changes of CIDP for the proximal portions of nerves, it is perhaps surprising that there is little published reference to CIDP, as opposed to HMSN, producing spinal compression syndromes. Indeed, the absence of palpable peripheral nerve thickening in our patient in the context of such pronounced spinal root enlargement would have been unexpected in HMSN.

The bias in the medical literature towards HMSN rather than CIDP as a cause of spinal compression may in part stem from the time when these conditions were nosologically less distinct, patients being given the generic diagnosis of “progressive hypertrophic interstitial neuropathy of Dejerine and Sottas”. Many of the case reports of spinal compression syndromes from that era, and indeed...
subsequently, may have been examples of CIDP, as nerve biopsy abnormalities were non-specific, and a family history of neurological disease was often absent\textsuperscript{2,7,10,12,13} or at best questionable.\textsuperscript{5,8,11,14} Our patient shows definitively that spinal compression syndromes may occur in acquired hypertrophic neuropathies as well as in HMSN and expands the spectrum of the clinical presentation of CIDP.

We thank Dr R H M King and Miss J Workman for assistance with the histopathological studies.


A note on Claude Bernard-Horner's syndrome continued from page 188

acquired a lifelong interest in eye diseases. He worked with von Graefe who became his close friend. In 1862 he was appointed Professor of ophthalmology in his home town. Apart from his studies of cervical sympathetic paralysis, he described a man with red-green colour blindness who had transmitted the disorder to his male grandchildren through an unaffected daughter: establishing sex linked transmission.
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